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Editorial Versus Audience Gatekeeping:
Analyzing News Selection and Consumption
Dynamics in Online News Media
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Abstract— In recent years, we have witnessed a paradigm
shift in news consumption. In traditional news media organizations, a small number of expert editors are responsible for
selecting news stories that are consumed by all news readers
(the audience). However, with the growing popularity of social
media as a news consumption medium, a part of the editorial
power of selecting news stories has shifted to the audience who
select and share the stories that can reach a large number of
consumers. In this paper, we analyze data from two popular
news media sites—The New York Times and The Guardian,
and characterize the considerable differences in the types of
stories selected by the audience and expert news editors. We also
find that story selections by audience vary significantly across
different social media channels such as Twitter, Facebook, and
email. We contextualize the differences utilizing media and
communication theory and discuss their implications for news
readers and media organizations.
Index Terms— Editorial selection, journalistic gatekeeping,
online news consumption, social news sharing.

I. I NTRODUCTION

J

OURNALISTS in different news organizations have long
seen their occupational roles as the gatekeepers of information determining what news should be made available to the
public [1]. Such a gatekeeping role also included highlighting
certain news stories more prominently than others, e.g., placing
some of the stories on the front page of the printed newspaper.
Such a differential treatment of certain stories provides cues to
the readers about their importance and allows the news organizations to set the news agenda for the broader society [2]. Of
course, a news reader may not allocate one’s attention equally
to all news stories made available by the gatekeepers. They
may show preference toward some stories more than others
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and abandon some of the stories altogether—a phenomenon
termed as selective exposure [3], whereby readers choose to
expose themselves more to news that is consistent with their
standpoints [4].
In recent times, such a mismatch between the readers’ and
the editors’ choice is getting magnified with the widespread
adoption of social media, where a large and growing fraction
of news readers are finding (or being led to) news stories over
platforms such as Facebook and Twitter [5]. Such a shift has
prompted news websites to add one-click sharing buttons to the
news stories, using which a member of the audience can easily
share a news story over social media like Twitter, Facebook, or
email. Such social feedback enables different stories to reach
a potentially large number of people. Thus, today, the news
media audience also act as network gatekeepers [6], who
selectively decide which stories should reach their peers.
Prior works in media studies have looked into the coverage
of news across such different selections [2], [7], [8]. However,
these works have focused either on the editors’ selection versus
selective exposure by the audience or the network gatekeeping
across social networks. To the best of our knowledge, there
has been no work that considered all three different dynamics
(editors’ selection, readers’ consumption, and readers’ sharing
pattern) together undergoing in the current media landscape.
In this paper, we attempt to systematically understand the
differences between the selections performed by expert editors
and the audience, by comparing news stories they select (either
implicitly for viewing or explicitly for sharing) from the same
candidate set of stories.
To this end, we collected all news stories published on the
popular news media site nytimes.com (NYTimes) over a
period of 8 months. During this period, we gathered stories
recommended by NYTimes expert editors, as well as the
stories most popularly viewed and shared by the audience
over Facebook, Twitter, and email. We then introduce a novel
framework to compare the news coverage of different news
selections, and using this framework, we compare expert
versus audience selection as well as audience selections for
sharing across different social media.
We find that there are significant differences in the coverage
of news stories selected by editors versus the audience. For
example, “World,” “Sports,” and “Business” stories are more
selected by the experts than the audience. On the other hand,
“Opinion” pieces as well as stories on “Science,” “Fashion,”
and “Health” are selected by the audience much more than
by the experts. We also find significant differences in news
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consumption and sharing by the audience. Political stories
and stories related to law and crime are consumed more but
shared less. On the other hand, “Health,” “Travel” stories,
and “Opinion” pieces are shared more. Our analysis further
reveals significant differences in the type of news shared by the
audience over different social media. For example, “Opinion”
pieces and local stories (related to the sections “New York”
and “U.S.”) tend to be more popularly shared on Facebook,
while news stories from “Business” and “World” sections are
more shared on Twitter.
To validate whether the above-mentioned observations generalize beyond NYTimes stories, we analyzed news stories
from another popular media site—The Guardian. We found
that our observations are qualitatively very similar for both
news media sites. Thus, the insights obtained from this paper
are generalizable across different media sites (potentially having different editorial strategies). We further contextualize the
differences utilizing prior works in media and communication
studies and discuss the implications of our findings for the
news readers and the media organizations.
II. DATA S ET AND M ETHODOLOGY
As mentioned earlier, in this paper, our objective is to analyze the coverage of news stories selected by the expert editors
and the audience for sharing in different media. We attempt
to fulfill this objective in the context of a popular news media
site—nytimes.com (NYTimes).
A. Data Set Gathered
We undertook a continuous data collection drive over a
period of 8 months: July 2015–February 2016. We collected
191 807 distinct news stories appearing on NYTimes during
this period, using the Article Search API [9]. At any point,
NYTimes editors recommend around 20 stories at the top of
the homepage [10] (thus termed as “Top Stories”). We collected these top stories by querying the Top Stories API [11]
at every 5-min intervals throughout the 8-month period.
To facilitate social sharing of news stories, NYTimes provides one-click sharing buttons just under the headline of
every story, and tracks the news stories getting most shares
in different media. Via the Most Popular API [12], it allows
programmatic access to 20 stories most viewed, most emailed,
most tweeted, and most shared on Facebook—all of which
are computed over the last 24 hours from the time of
access.1 We collected all these stories by querying the API
at every 5-min intervals throughout July 2015–February 2016.
Table I(a) gives the number of distinct stories that appeared in
different sets during this period. NYTimes Article Search API
also provides detailed metadata regarding every news story
(e.g., its author, headline, summary, section, and the topics
assigned to it by NYTimes). We gathered these metadata for
all stories, which we use extensively in our analysis.
Effectively, top stories represent the editorial gatekeeping
in the selection of news stories, and most viewed stories
1 Even if a particular reader views or shares the same news story multiple
times, the API considers it once. Also, accidental clicks (i.e., very short
duration stays) do not count while computing the list of most viewed stories.

TABLE I
( A ) N UMBER OF D ISTINCT NYT IMES N EWS S TORIES T HAT G OT
S ELECTED E ITHER BY E XPERT E DITORS OR BY THE AUDIENCE
FOR V IEWING AS W ELL AS S HARING VIA D IFFERENT N EWS
D ISSEMINATION M EDIA . ( B ) N UMBER OF D ISTINCT
T OPICS C OVERED BY S UCH S TORIES D URING
J ULY 2015–F EBRUARY 2016

represent the selective exposure of news audience for
consumption, while most shared stories across different media
(e.g., email, Twitter, and Facebook) represent the networked
gatekeeping performed by the crowd in selecting news
stories for sharing. Hence, choosing the data available from
NYTimes enables us to gather reliable, large-scale data on
selections of news stories by the expert editors and audience,
on the same set of news stories.
B. Comparing News Coverage by Different Selections
We compare the news coverage by different selections of
stories at three levels: 1) coverage of individual news stories;
2) sectional coverage; and 3) topical coverage.
1) Comparing Individual Stories Covered: While comparing the coverage at the level of individual news stories, we
compute the overlap (and differences) between the set of all
stories selected during the entire measurement period. For
a visual representation of the result, we use Venn diagrams
that pictorially demonstrate the comparisons in terms of the
absolute number of news stories. One important thing to note
that in this analysis, we only consider unique stories, i.e., even
if a story is selected (e.g., by editors) multiple times during
our measurement period, we consider it once.
2) Comparing Sectional Coverage: To help the readers
easily navigate through the vast collection of news stories
published, news organizations (e.g., NYTimes) assign a story
to a particular news section such as “Business” or “Sports.” We
measure the sectional coverage of a collection of stories as the
distribution of stories over these news sections. Specifically,
if x i fraction of stories are assigned to section i , and there
are m news sections in a media website, then the sectional
coverage is computed as the distribution of these fraction
values {x 1, x 2 , . . . , x m } over all m news sections. Table II
lists all news sections at NYTimes, and hence, the sectional
coverage is computed over them.
To compare the sectional coverage of two different selections, we first compute the sectional coverage of individual
lists of 20 selected stories (i.e., the list of 20 stories returned
by the API at any particular time instant) and repeat this
procedure over all such lists gathered during the data collection
period. To compare two selection strategies, we consider each
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TABLE II
S ECTIONS A SSIGNED TO NYT IMES S TORIES

section i , and for both strategies, compute the mean value
xˆi from the x i s calculated for individual lists. Then, we run
Welch’s T-Test2 [14] to check whether the differences between
the two xˆi s are statistically significant. If for section i , the
p-value observed in the t-test is less than the significance
level α (we set α = 0.05), we conclude that the difference in
coverage of the section i is statistically significant. We repeat
this process to find all sections with significant differences in
sectional coverage.
To compare
  more than two (say n) selections, we perform c = n2 pairwise t-tests, after applying Bonferroni
Correction [15] to lower significance level to (α)/(c − 1).
We conclude the presence of statistically significant difference
in the coverage of section i only when the p-value is below
(α)/(c − 1) in such comparisons.
3) Comparing Topical Coverage: To better organize different news stories around specific themes, NYTimes assigns
around five topics (or keywords) to every news story. Such
topics help in the organization as well as in search and
retrieval of news stories. For example, the NYTimes page
on the topic “Guns and Gun Control”3 shows the collection
of all news stories related to that topic. NYTimes deploys a
combination of manual and algorithmic techniques to assign
these topics [16]. Table I(b) gives the number of distinct topics
assigned to the stories that got selected by the editors and the
audience.
For comparing the topical coverage of two selections, we
analyze the topics that are covered more prominently in one
and not in the other. To find such topics, we first compute
how frequently different topics are covered by a particular
selection strategy, and then for each strategy, we sort the topics
based on their frequencies, where we measure the frequency
y j as the number of news stories covering topic j . From the
sorted list of topics, we can find the rank of any topic. For
example, a particular topic t may have rank r1 for strategy
S1 and rank r2 for strategy S2 . We conclude that the topic is
more prominently covered by S1 , if the difference between r1
and r2 is statistically significant according to Fisher’s exact
test [17], and r1 < r2 .
Specifically, if the number of distinct topics covered by
S1 and S2 is N1 and N2 , respectively, then to evaluate whether
2 Welch’s T-Test is preferred over more popular Student’s T-Test when the

two samples being compared have unequal variances and unequal sample
sizes [13]. In our context, different selections cover a particular section i
in different manners at different times, resulting in unequal variances in the
coverage of i. Moreover, there are times when only one of the selections cover
i and the other one may not cover i at all, resulting in unequal sample sizes.
To account for these two factors, we used Welch’s T-Test in our experiments.
3 nytimes.com/topic/subject/guns-and-gun-control

3

the difference in ranks r1 and r2 for the topic t is significant,
we build the following Contingency Table [17]


 r1 −1 N1 − r1 


 r2 −1 N2 − r2  .
To illustrate the construction of the contingency table,
assume that a particular topic t is ranked 25th out of 200 topics
covered by S1 , and ranked 170th out of 250 topics covered
by S2 . Then, the contingency table will become


 24 175 


 169 80  .
We compute the p-value using this contingency table.4 If the
p-value is less than 0.05, we conclude that the difference
between r1 and r2 is statistically significant. We repeat this
procedure for all topics covered by the strategies S1 and S2 .
To account for topics covered by only one strategy (say S1 ),
we assume that they are ranked last in the other strategy
(i.e., r2 = N2 ). This way, Fisher’s exact test can be carried
out uniformly for all topics.
Coverage of Political Topics: NYTimes categorizes the topics
into four types: Subject (e.g., “Presidential Election of 2016”
and “Books and Literature”), Location (e.g., “New York City”
and “Syria”), Person (e.g., “Donald J Trump,” and “Barack
Obama”), and Organization (“House of Representatives” and
“New York Mets”). To further characterize the persons covered
by the NYTimes stories, we utilized Wikipedia to identify
their political affiliations. For most of the people, we could
find their corresponding Wikipedia pages. We collected information about their political party if it was part of their
personal details in Wikipedia. As NYTimes stories cover both
national and international political persons, the political parties
covered also include parties from other countries (e.g., Indian
National Congress and Communist Party of China). In this
paper, we restrict ourselves to two major political parties in
the U.S.—Republican Party and Democratic Party and only
consider the coverage of people affiliated to these two parties.
III. A NALYSIS
Using the measures described in Section II, we first compare
the coverage of news stories selected by the expert editors
and the audience and then stories selected by the audience
for sharing across different media platforms (e.g., email,
Facebook, or Twitter).
A. Comparing News Selection by the Editors
Versus the Audience
As editor-selected stories, we consider the top stories on
NYTimes, while as audience-selected stories, we consider
4 Fisher’s exact test is one of the most popular statistical tests on 2 × 2
contingency tables [18]. The most common use case for this test is categorical
data resulting from the classification of the same object in two different
manners. The test directly outputs the p-value denoting the significance of the
association between two types of classification. In our context, two selections
are covering the same topic in a different frequency, resulting in their different
categorical ranks. The contingency table shows the association between these
two types of rankings. We apply Fisher’s exact test to find the topics where
the rankings are significantly different.
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Fig. 1. Comparing the editor-selected top stories with the audience-selected most viewed and most shared stories, according to (a) overlap of individual
stories, (b) their sectional coverage, and (c) coverage of political persons.

most viewed stories, representing the selective exposure of the
audience, and most shared stories, representing their network
gatekeeping role. Note that sharing is more involved way of
audience selection because it involves two steps: first, they
need to select the news stories for consumption on the news
platform and then select a subset of these stories for sharing.
1) Difference in Individual News Stories: We compute
the overlap and difference in the set of top stories, most
viewed, and most shared stories and present the statistics
in Fig. 1(a). We observe that there are significant fractions
from each set of stories, that are not covered by the other set.
For example, between top stories and most viewed stories,
being a smaller set, it is expected that most viewed stories
cannot fully cover the larger set of top stories. However,
the interesting finding from Fig. 1(a) is that despite being
three times larger than most viewed stories, top stories do
not cover 22% (372 + 493 = 865 out of 3970) of the most
viewed stories. Similarly, 24% (356 + 493 = 849 out of 3537)
most shared stories are not part of the top stories selected by
expert editors. Surprisingly, we find that audience selection
also differs significantly between consumption and sharing,
where 35% (372 + 1004 = 1376 out of 3970) of most viewed
stories are not most shared. Similarly, 27% (356 + 587 = 943
out of 3537) of the most shared stories are not most viewed.
Differences between the editor and audience selections need
to be contextualized with respect to the prior works on the
importance of news story placement. Past research works
have shown that the placement of news stories in highly
visible places offer story importance cues to the readers to
influence them to interpret the stories as being important [2].
Editor-selected top stories are promoted actively on NYTimes
homepage offering enough importance cues to the readers.
Yet, 22% of the most viewed stories (similarly 24% of most
shared stories), which had no associated importance cues, got
exclusively picked by the audience. This clearly indicates that
the news audience carve their own paths in choosing which
stories to select, thereby abandoning the sole reliance on expert
editorial control.
We attempt to understand the difference between consumption and sharing behavior of the audience using prior works
on the communication theory. Researchers found that one of
the main motivations for sharing information is to get social

recognition [19]. The person sharing news can appear well
informed, and the person receiving it may recognize the same.
However, the content of the news determines whether a person
would be willing to be recognized in certain ways. Harber and
Cohen [20] found that people tend to share bad news (e.g.,
stories on disasters, accidents, and death of celebrities) that
they feel emotionally connected to. On the other hand, people
tend to avoid sharing controversial stories, particularly when
the intended audience is known to hold contrary opinion [21].
Similarly, people do not share certain kinds of stories they
want to consume in private (i.e., “guilty pleasure” [22]) but do
not want to get associated with. For these reasons, we observe
that many stories, which are selected by the audience for
consumption, do not get shared often; whereas, some stories
that are not much consumed, get shared by the audience to
maintain their well-informed persona.
2) Difference in Sectional Coverage: To further characterize
the differences in choices of the editors and the news audience,
we compare the sectional coverage of top, most viewed, and
most shared stories, and Fig. 1(b) shows the result. We run 3
two-sample T-tests for every section and found statistically
significant differences in coverage of sections in Fig. 1(b)
(at significance level 0.025, after applying the Bonferroni
Correction [15]). We observe the following trends in Fig. 1(b).
1) NYTimes stories on certain sections of broad interest
like Politics and U.S. have similar coverage in the top
and most viewed stories, while those on other sections
of broad interest like World, Sports, and Business are
much less consumed by the audience (compared to their
coverage in editor selections).
2) For stories across all sections of broad interest, audience
shares them much less compared to what editor selects
for top stories and consumed by the audience.
3) Opinion pieces and niche interest stories on Science,
Travel, and Health are shared by the audience more than
their fraction in editor-selected stories.
The differences between the top and most viewed stories
are possibly due to the audience associating NYTimes more
with political and national news and news on several niche
soft categories, but less with international news or news
related to sports or business. However, with respect to sharing,
the audience tend to share only news (for example, opinion
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TABLE III
T OPICS P ROMINENTLY C OVERED BY E ITHER THE E DITOR S ELECTED T OP S TORIES OR AUDIENCE S ELECTED M OST V IEWED S TORIES

TABLE IV
T OPICS P ROMINENTLY C OVERED BY E ITHER M OST V IEWED S TORIES OR M OST S HARED S TORIES

pieces) that are exclusively available at NYTimes, sharing
which such readers can play the roles of opinion leaders [23],
and initiate discussions in their communities around the news
stories. Similarly, the audience feel emotionally connected to
stories on Health or Travel and wants to share that emotion
among their peers [20]. On the other hand, they tend to avoid
sharing political and international news.
3) Difference in Topical Coverage: To compare the topical
coverage of the editor and audience selections, we find the
topics covered more prominently in one selection compared
to the other. Table III gives the example topics that are
prominently selected either by the editors or the audience. We
see in Table III that editors play a larger role of journalistic
gatekeeping [1] by promoting more hard stories related to
law and crime, international events, or societal impacts of
government policies, what they think are important for the
readers to know. The audience, on the other hand, along with
topics related to public affairs, also pays attention to soft
human interest stories (such as entertainment or leisure) more
than what the editors select.
Table IV presents the topics selected by audience either for
consumption or for sharing. Among the topics selected for
consumption, we find topics related to election debates, law,
and order situation or the controversies around the role of
different media houses (e.g., CNN and Fox News) during the

election period. On the other hand, topics prominently selected
for sharing include topics related to business, arts, literature,
health, or environmental issues.
Finally, to investigate how people from different political
parties are covered, we plot in Fig. 1(c), the fraction of Republican and Democrat politicians covered by different selections
(as mentioned earlier, we do not consider other political
parties and normalize the fractions accordingly). Interestingly,
we observe that although NYTimes is perceived to have a
liberal bias [24], the editor selected top stories covered both
republican and democrat politicians almost equally. However,
the audience consumed more stories covering republicans
than stories covering democrats. While sharing, the difference
between fractions reduced, but still the coverage of republicans, was more than democrats.
4) Summary: We observed that there exists a gap between
the newsroom decisions and their audience, where the audience selectively consumes stories that differ significantly from
the stories promoted by the news organizations, and thereby
reducing the power of the media organizations to set the news
agenda. One could debate whether such a situation is good or
bad. On the one hand, news selection by audience offer the
democratization of news curation, breaking the agenda-setting
power of a coterie of news editors. However, the recent debate
on the impact of social media in the outcome of elections
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Fig. 2. Comparing audience-selections across different social media—email, Facebook, and Twitter—according to (a) overlap of individual stories, (b) their
sectional coverage, and (c) coverage of political persons.

(e.g., U.S. presidential election) shows that audience curation
can also have undesirable consequences (such as the spread of
false news or extreme opinions) [25]. This debate points to
the need to quantify the extent to which the audience and the
editors differ in determining which news are important; this
section attempts to address that need.
B. Comparing Audience Selections Across Different
Social Sharing Channels
In this section, we focus on comparing the news stories
that are selected by the audience for sharing over three media
platforms: 1) most emailed stories; 2) stories most shared on
Facebook; and 3) stories that are most tweeted.
1) Difference in Coverage Of Individual Stories: Fig. 2(a)
shows a Venn diagram that represents the overlap in most
emailed, most tweeted, and most shared stories on Facebook.
We observe that there are significant fractions of every set of
stories, which are not covered by the other sets. For instance,
the set of stories most shared by audience on Facebook would
not cover 26% (600 + 197 = 797 out of 3114) of the stories
most shared on Twitter; on the other hand, stories most tweeted
would not cover 36% (751 + 259 = 1010 out of 2799) of the
stories that are most emailed.
In a seminal work, Goffman [26] argued that people consider specific social contexts while presenting themselves
in different interactions, where they want to control their
impressions in others’ eyes. Carrying forward this argument,
Hogan [27] postulated that the use of social media is an
enduring exhibition of one’s self-disclosed online identity.
We similarly observe that across multiple social media, people
tend to maintain different identities by sharing different types
of stories.
2) Difference in Sectional Coverage: Next, Fig. 2(b) shows
the comparison of the sectional coverage of audience-selected
stories on different media. To compare the three media—email,
Facebook, and Twitter—we run three two-sample t-tests for
every section to find whether there are statistically significant
differences in the coverage of the sections. For the sections
shown in Fig. 2(b), the differences in coverage are statistically
significant (similar to the earlier case, the significance level is
0.025, after applying the Bonferroni Correction [15]).
We observe that stories belonging to certain sections like
Travel, Opinion, and Food as well as Health stories are

shared more via email than via social media like Facebook
or Twitter. On the other hand, news stories on Politics, U.S.,
or World are more shared on social media than over email.
We also see differences in sectional coverage of stories shared
over different social media (Facebook and Twitter). World,
Technology, and Business stories are more tweeted, whereas
Arts, Opinion, and national stories (i.e., on U.S.) are more
shared on Facebook.
A long line of works in the communication theory has
focused on the notion of an imagined audience, which is a
person’s cognitive idea of the intended recipient of a communication [28]. Researchers have found that the imagined
audience is as effective as the actual audience in determining
one’s communication behavior [29]. When people share news
over social media, without being able to see the actual audience (in contrast to what happens in face-to-face interactions),
they create an imagined audience for their intended recipient.
With different neighborhoods in different social networks,
the imagined audience does not remain stable across different
media, and hence, people tend to share differently considering their imagined audience for that particular medium. For
instance, email (mostly one-to-one communication) is being
used by the audience for sharing more personal stories (on
Fashion, Food, or Health). On the other hand, Facebook
(mostly conversation among reciprocal friends) is being used
for sharing of national or local news. Finally, Twitter (one-tomany followers communication) is used for sharing Business,
Politics, or World stories.
3) Difference in Topical Coverage: To compare the topical
coverage of stories selected by the audience to share over
different media, we find the topics covered more prominently
in one selection by using Fisher’s exact test as described
earlier. Table V gives some example topics that are covered
prominently either for sharing on Twitter or on Facebook. Similarly, Table VI gives the example topics covered prominently
either for sharing on Twitter or over email.
We observe in Tables V and VI that audience prominently
covers mostly political topics to share on Twitter, whereas the
topics prominently covered by audience to share on Facebook
are historical events or lifestyle topics. On the other hand, most
emailed stories mostly cover niche topics such as “Travel and
Vacations” or “Cooking and Cookbooks.”
We also see the difference in the geographical coverage.
Most of the locations covered on Twitter are international,
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TABLE V
T OPICS P ROMINENTLY C OVERED BY THE AUDIENCE TO S HARE ON T WITTER OR ON FACEBOOK

TABLE VI
T OPICS P ROMINENTLY C OVERED BY THE AUDIENCE TO S HARE ON T WITTER OR ON E MAIL

whereas locations covered on Facebook and email are more
national and local (i.e., within U.S.). Similarly, people covered
on Twitter are mostly business tycoons or heads of different
governments; whereas, the persons covered on Facebook or
email are U.S. politicians, movie actors, or sports personalities.
The organizations covered on Twitter are political actors or
business entities; whereas, organizations covered on Facebook
or email are Sports teams and educational entities.
To check the coverage of political persons in news stories
shared over different media, we plot in Fig. 2(c), the percentage of republicans and democrats being covered. Across all
three media, we observe republican people tend to be covered
more than democrats, with the highest share of republicans
in stories shared over email and least in stories shared on
Twitter.
4) Summary: We observe that more political and international topics are shared on Twitter as against more lifestyle
and local topics getting shared on email and Facebook.
Thus, the news audience are selecting stories depending on
different recipients on different platforms (close friends on
email, acquaintances on Facebook, and followers on Twitter).
This is in line with the works in the communication theory
that postulates that the difference in sharing behavior of an
individual across different channels stems from the attempt

to control his/her impressions in the eyes of his/her imagined
audience [26], [28].
IV. G ENERALIZABILITY
Up until now, we have analyzed the data collected from
NYTimes during the run-up to the 2016 U.S. presidential
election. To check whether the observations generalize to other
scenarios, in this section, we investigate NYTimes stories from
a different time period as well as the editor and audience
selection of news stories of a different media website.
A. Analyzing NYTimes Stories at a Different Period
We continued collecting data from NYTimes beyond the
time period reported in Section II-A. In this section, we look
into data from November to December 2017, where we
analyze the top stories, most viewed stories, and stories most
shared over different channels. Similar to the results reported
in Section III, we observe that there are significant differences
between the stories selected by the editors and the audience,
as well as between stories shared by the audience over different
social media channels.
Fig. 3(a) shows the sectional coverage of editor-selected
top stories versus audience-selected most viewed and most
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Fig. 3. Comparing the sectional coverage of (a) editor-selected versus audience-selected NYTimes stories and (b) audience-selected NYTimes stories for
sharing over Facebook, email, and Twitter during a different time period: November–December 2017.

shared stories. Fig. 3(b) shows the sectional coverage of
audience-selected NYTimes stories for sharing over Facebook,
email, and Twitter. We can observe from the figures that
although the exact coverage of different sections are quantitatively different from the corresponding results in Section III
[i.e., Figs. 1(b) and 2(b)], the trends are qualitatively similar to
what we observed earlier. For example, political stories were
more shared on Twitter compared to Facebook even during
the last two months of 2017. Thus, we can conclude that the
results reported in Section III are not the manifestation of a
particular event (e.g., 2016 U.S. presidential election), rather
it reflects the changed news ecosystem and can generalize to
other time periods as well.
B. Extending Observations to Another Media
Next, we investigate the editor selection and the audience
selection of news stories at another popular news media—
The Guardian (theguardian.com), with a specific focus
on its U.K. edition. The Guardian homepage features both the
editor selected “Headline” stories (at the top of the homepage)
and the audience selected “Most Viewed” stories (toward
the bottom of the page). Although, similar to NYTimes,
The Guardian also provides social media sharing buttons
(e.g., over Facebook, Twitter, or Email) against every news
story, the lists of most shared stories on these media are not
publicly available. Hence, we restrict our focus on comparing
editorial selection (in headline stories) and selective exposure
by audience (as manifested in most viewed stories).
1) Data Set Collected: The Internet Archive,5 a nonprofit
organization for conservation of Internet information, maintains timely snapshots of different sites across the Web. Every
day, it captures on average 25 snapshots for The Guardian
homepage at different times of the day. We crawled the
snapshots of The Guardian homepage captured by Internet
Archive between July 2015 and February 2016, and the same
8-month period covered in the NYTimes data set studied
5 https://archive.org

in Section III. Then, we extracted the list of headline stories
and most viewed stories from the collected snapshots.
In addition, using The Guardian Developer API,6 we collected all the articles published during the 8-month period
including the content and metadata (e.g., the author, section,
keywords, etc.) associated with every story. Overall, we collected information for 11 587 unique news stories out of which
8473 stories were part of the list of headline stories or most
viewed stories at least once during this 8-month period.
2) Difference in Individual News Stories: We compute the
overlap and difference in the set of headline stories and
most viewed stories and observe that similar to NYTimes,
The Guardian audience choose a large fraction (53.4%) of
stories that are not promoted by the expert editors [shown
in Fig. 4(a)]. Thus, we can conclude that the reliance on
expert editorial control is decreasing regardless of the media
site being studied.
3) Difference in Sectional Coverage: Next, we compare the
sectional coverage of headline and most viewed stories, and
Fig. 4(b) shows the result. We find statistically significant
differences ( p < 0.05) in the coverage of all sections in
choices of the editors and the news audience. We observe
in Fig. 4(b) that The Guardian stories belonging to news sections like Business, Politics, U.K., or World are less selected
by the audience (compared to their relative coverage in editor
selections).
On the other hand, stories belonging to sections like Film,
Football, Lifestyle, or TV, as well as “Opinion” pieces are
selected by the audience way more than their share in the
editor-selected headline stories. Recall that we observed similar trends while comparing editorial and audience selection of
NYTimes stories.
4) Difference in Topical Coverage: Similar to NYTimes,
The Guardian also provides a set of topics (tags) for every
news story [30]. We explore the topics covered more prominently in either editor or audience selection in Table VII.
We find that The Guardian editors prominently cover mostly
6 https://open-platform.theguardian.com
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Fig. 4. Comparing editor-selected headline stories versus audience-selected most viewed stories on The Guardian, according to (a) overlap of individual
stories and (b) sectional coverage.
TABLE VII
T OPICS P ROMINENTLY C OVERED BY E ITHER THE E DITORS OR THE AUDIENCE OF T HE G UARDIAN

political or economy related topics and only a few niche topics
such as “FIFA” or “Charities.” On the other hand, the audience
prominently cover more human interest or lifestyle topics and
less political topics.
5) How Different is Guardian From NYTimes?: In this
section, we attempted to investigate whether our observations
on the editorial and audience selections of NYTimes stories
generalize to other media organizations, and we chose The
Guardian for that purpose. Next, we compare the coverage
of stories published by NYTimes and The Guardian to check
whether the media houses publish similar or different type of
stories.
Fig. 5 shows the sectional coverage of stories published by
NYTimes and The Guardian. We can observe in Fig. 5 that the
media sites have a disparate distribution of stories published
on different sections. For example, stories on Entertainment,
Fashion, and World are more published by The Guardian
compared to NYTimes. On the other hand, NYTimes tends
to cover more national issues, business, and sports news than
The Guardian.
Table VIII gives the topics covered more prominently
by either of the media organizations. As NYTimes and
The Guardian focus on news from two different countries, their topical coverage differs significantly. For example, NYTimes covers U.S.-related topics (e.g., United States
International Relations and Federal Budget) more prominently

Fig. 5. Comparing sectional coverage of stories published in NYTimes and
The Guardian. Here, for better comparison, we have manually merged several
sections in both sites into common themes.

than The Guardian. On the other hand, The Guardian covers U.K.-related topics (e.g., House of Lords and National
Health Service) more prominently. Thus, we can conclude that
the media organizations produce stories differently from one
another focusing on different sets of issues.
6) Summary: We repeated the comparison between the
editor and audience selection on a different media site from
a different country than NYTimes. Yet, we observed almost
identical trends across these two media sites. The results
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TABLE VIII
T OPICS P ROMINENTLY C OVERED IN N EWS S TORIES P UBLISHED BY E ITHER NYT IMES OR T HE G UARDIAN

further demonstrate that in the current media landscape,
the news audience employs far more control over the type
of news they want to read. Although NYTimes and The
Guardian may have very different editorial selection criteria,
both of them highlight more hard news (e.g., political and
finance news) in their selections. However, we observed that
the audience in both media sites tend to favor softer lifestyle
or other human-interest stories.
V. R ELATED W ORK
In this section, we briefly discuss the related research
efforts.
A. Journalistic Gatekeeping
Gatekeeping has been described as the process by which
journalists and editors select potential news stories for circulation [1]. Considering the importance of editorial selections
in setting the news discourse in a society, media researchers
have extensively analyzed the selected news articles on the
issues of bias as well as fairness and accuracy of the presented
facts [31]–[33]. Moreover, media watchdog groups like FAIR
(fair.org) monitor the media organizations for any bias
or misinformation in news stories. However, in the online
media landscape, as editorial calculations do not remain the
sole domain of the expert editors, there is a need to analyze
the selections of the other stakeholder—the news audience.
B. Selective Exposure
Selective exposure can occur when the selected messages
diverge from the composition of all accessible messages [34].
It enables people to defend their attitudes, beliefs, and behaviors by avoiding information likely to challenge them, a phenomenon known as congeniality or confirmation bias [35].
Prior works in media studies have investigated selective exposure in connection with print media [36]. However, the ease
of selectivity in online news consumption (and the popularity
of personalized recommendations [37], where new content is
recommended based on user’s past behavior) has increased
the possibility of people getting trapped in echo chambers or
“filter bubbles” [38]. In this paper, we analyze the selective
exposure of the news audience as a group, which may differ
from individual selections.
C. Exploring the News Gap
Traditionally, prior works in media studies (such as by
Hart [39]) have compared the topical coverage of different

printed newspapers, thereby comparing different editorial selections. With online news consumption becoming mainstream, researchers observed differences between online and
offline consumption. For instance, Althaus and Tewksbury [2]
found that the editorial selections on print media controlled the agenda-setting power with the audience taking
their cues; whereas, online audience-selected topics more
freely across news sections. More recently, Boczkowski
and Mitchelstein [7] explored the “news gap” between editor selection and audience consumption in multiple news
media sites. They found that while the editors select public affairs (e.g., national, international, and business stories)
to be most important, audience consumption moves toward
nonpublic affairs content (e.g., sports, crime, and entertainment). We extend these prior attempts to not only uncover
the gap between editor and audience news preferences but
also the preferences of audience for sharing across different
media [40].
D. Social News Sharing and Consumption
With the increasing popularity of social media, there has
been a close interplay between news media and social media
sites. Recognizing the incoming traffic from social media,
news websites have also provided tools such as news sharing
buttons, which facilitate and simplify social news sharing
by the audience. As an effect, a recent survey by Reuters
Institute found that 44% of respondents regularly use social
media Facebook to consume and discuss news stories [41].
Multiple research works have focused on news coverage in
social media. Broersma and Graham [42] studied the British
election coverage on Twitter. Bakshy et al. [43] analyzed
the amount of politically cross-cutting contents in Facebook.
Ribeiro et al. [44] proposed a mechanism to utilize the
intended audience of contents to measure the bias of social
media news outlets.
There have also been studies exploring news coverage
across social media sites. Bright [45] studied how different
topics are shared across social media site and found that
economics and finance news is shared more on LinkedIn, but
less on Facebook; whereas, human interest news is less popular
on LinkedIn than Facebook. Bastos [8] observed that audience
on Facebook share more stories on arts, but stories shared on
Twitter contain a higher percentage of economy, technology,
and national news.
In all of these prior works, the focus has been either on
editorial selection versus audience consumption or the audience sharing in social networks. To the best of our knowledge,
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in this paper, we perform the first study that combines all three
together—editorial selection, selective audience consumption,
and network gatekeeping while sharing news.
VI. C ONCLUSION
In this paper, we tried to understand the interactions among
three different dynamics associated with the consumption and
propagation of news-editors’ selection, readers’ consumption,
and readers’ sharing pattern. We found that the interactions
between these three dynamics have made the news distribution
pattern fairly complex—a huge change from the traditional
editor-driven strategy.
We can further contextualize this change by drawing from
the seminal work on the “Power of Identity” by Castells [46],
where he theorized how individuals and groups are interrelated in different layers creating different identities within
the broader framework of networked society. Castells [46]
differentiated between three types of identities.
1) Legitimizing Identity: It is introduced by the dominant
social institutions to extend and rationalize their domination over social actors.
2) Resistance Identity: It is generated by the actors being
excluded by the logic of domination and thus building
resistance based on principles different from emanating
from the institutions.
3) Project Identity: These are proactive actions to change
the status quo rather than merely surviving in the opposition of the dominant institutions.
In our news media context, we clearly see these three identities taking shape. The media organizations, from their implicit
goal of shaping public opinion, try to create a legitimizing
identity of their audience by actively highlighting the stories
which they deem to be important. However, the news media
audience attempt to create a resistance identity by taking a
different path in consuming stories that are at odds with the
media organizations want. Finally, due to the power of social
sharing, the audience actively create a project identity where
they decide to draw an alternate landscape based on the stories
they deem fit for the broader society to consume. Interestingly,
the project identity takes different shapes depending on the
confluence between online and offline identities, resulting in
differences in news selected for sharing via different communication channels.
There may be several long-term implications of the tension
between these different identities. For example, the significant
differences among the stories the audience select for consumption as against sharing to their peers also may create
“news gap” for a user consuming news primarily through
social media. This may lead to the rise of social media only
news outlets (initial signs are already seen), where there are
concerns about the bias and authenticity of news propagated
by such outlets [47], [48].
Anecdotal evidence suggests that the media organizations
are trying to adapt to the changed landscape by: 1) optimizing
their story-promotion and 2) planning social media strategies
to meet the crowd demand. However, such approaches have
the risk of lowering the quality of news (e.g., proliferation of
clickbaits [49] and increased tabloidization of news [50], [51]).
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Moreover, as there are differences in crowd choices across
different media platforms, a single strategy may not work
and the media organizations need to tailor their promotions
on different platforms. We believe that we are yet to realize
all angles associated with the changed media landscape, and
works such as ours would be important steps toward realizing
the depth of the problem and finding a holistic solution
considering all associated aspects.
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